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iStreet Solutions LLC is an SAP hosting partner with over 15 years’ 

staff experience, providing highly available IT infrastructures. 

iStreet focuses its delivery objectives on the small- to midsize-

business (SMB) market. Delivery objectives include lowering the 

client’s operational total cost of ownership (TCO) and minimizing 

the time to productive use of the SAP® software implementation. 

System integrators (SIs) and SMBs can take advantage of iStreet 

Solutions’ software hosting capabilities for SAP software, which are 

certifi ed by SAP.

The advantages of working with iStreet are as follows:

• SIs can utilize iStreet to offer a full-service solution to their 

SMB clients. 

• iStreet has Tier IV data center resources and is certifi ed by 

SAP for hosting SAP software environments. 

• By partnering with iStreet, an SI can provide a fully certifi ed 

solution offering to its customer. This approach helps the SI 

offer SAP software support services over the life of the SAP 

implementation, not just the initial implementation.

iStreet hosting solutions for SAP software range from full develop-

ment, quality assurance, and production landscapes for the SAP 

ERP application to Internet Demonstration and Evaluation System 

(IDES) sandboxes. By partnering with multiple SIs, end users can 

have the best of breed for their specifi c implementation, while 

retaining the benefi ts of iStreet’s low TCO approach.

iStreet is known for its fl exibility in building solution offerings for 

its clients, whether they are end users or SIs working on behalf of 

end users.
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“SAP awarded iStreet its SAP 

hosting partner certifi cation 

status after a rigorous audit 

of [the company’s] processes, 

people, and technology. iStreet 

fi lls the need for SAP custom-

ers requiring a solution that 

helps lower the total cost of 

ownership.” 

Chris McClain, SAP VP and GM, 

SAP Americas
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